
Space Space build guide!



Oh hey! Didn’t see ya there. I just got a Space Space together and figured I may share
the knowledge I picked up along the way.

No, but really, WELCOME TO THE SPACE SPACE BUILD GUIDE!

Space Space is a 11.5u funky little thang designed by pockets. This small lil dude
boasts a 3x11.5 main cluster and a separate 7.5u bottom row, allowing both single big
bar or split space. The real special thing about this keyboard is that it has two encoders!
“What’s so special about that?”, you may ask yourself. Well I wasn’t finished, stop
interrupting me. The encoders are on the underside of the PCB. YOU HEARD ME
RIGHT! The encoders are controlled by wheels cut from acrylic. Yeah, these things are
wild and pockets is a genius for the PCB design and Jake is a genius for the case
design.

With this build, we will be doing switch soldering, encoder soldering, and case
assembly. The tools you will need are a soldering iron, solder, screwdriver (kit works
best but you will need a couple different sizes for this)and switches and keycaps
obviously. There is no super detailed or SMD soldering on this build, so stop sweating,
your chair is getting wet. Well, I am just going to shut up now and tell ya how to build it.
Let’s go!



STEP 1: Encoders
We are going to do this build in an order that you may not be too familiar with. Due to
the special nature of the features of this board, we will start with encoders. If you do
your switches first, you will not be able to get to the pins of the encoders to solder them.

Encoders are fairly simple. They have a particular pin layout that only allows you to get
them into the PCB in a particular way. You will want to insert them in the side with the
microcontroller and big silkscreen, as pictured below. I didn’t remember to get a picture
of me actually soldering the pins. If you need to see how to actually solder the pins,
refer to photos of me doing so to switches in step 2.

Once these are soldered, we can move onto the switches!



Step 2: Switches
Alright! We’ve done encoders. Pretty painless, eh? This build is pretty simple, but stay 
with me. Don’t let your mind wander. Something something devil’s workshop, I dunno. 
Let’s get on into the switches. Before you say anything, yes, I messed up my order 
when doing the build and had to go back. Make fun of me all you want. When using a 
flexier plate, getting your switches into place can be a bit of a trick, and dear god, 
please peel the protective layer off of your plate before starting. I personally start with 
the stiffer areas, like the corners, and move in from there. Don't forget the stabilizers!
Here is my starting position:

Once you get all of your switches in and properly sitting in the plate, you can begin
soldering! You first want to locate the two switch pins for the switch you are wanting to
solder, they look like this:



From there, you can solder each pin in place. I personally recommend doing one pin,
then reflowing that solder while putting pressure on the top side of the switch to make
sure it is sitting all the way in it’s slot. Once you have done both pins, your switch pins
should look like this:

Repeat this for as many switches are on the board (I’d tell you the number but I don’t
feel like counting), and VOILA! Switches are done!

Yes, this is the part where I messed up. Just don’t say anything about the missing
encoders in this picture and act like they are there. Now let’s get on to case assembly!



STEP 3: THE CASE
Well check that out. You soldered all your stuff! I’m proud of you. You get a gold star for
that one. Believe it or not, this is also the last step of the build! Now, I will be honest, this
layer stacking is a tad tricky and there is a step never before seen in this process. I
believe you can do it. Hell, you already did some soldering, I am sure you can put
plastic on top of each other.

Similar to my Corne guide, we will be building this board from top to bottom, but upside
down, so you will lay your layers down with the backside facing up. THIS NEXT THING
IS IMPORTANT. PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE PEEL YOUR PROTECTIVE LAYERS
BEFORE STACKING. The overall stacking order is as shown in the screenshot below.



The first few layers will look like this, from left to right. Leftmost being the topmost layer:

Yes, I know the first two layers look super similar, keep in mind the profile that most of 
the P3D acrylic cases follow. The top layer will be smaller than the second layer. Note 
that you can also start the build on the bolts as well, just to ensure that everything is 
lined up as you are building. I did this as well, so the following pictures will look just like 
it would if you were to do so.

Below is a typical stack up when viewed from the side with the layers ordered from top 
to bottom.



Once you have these 3 layers together, you will need to place your o-rings on the bolts.
You have to do this now so that your plate has something to get sandwiched between.
Before you make mental comments about that sentence, get your mind out of the gutter,
ya heathen. It should look like this when you get there:

After getting the o-rings on the bolts, you can place your plate down. Reminder that we
are building from top to bottom, so you will lay your plate with the tops of the switches
facing the table you are building on. After getting your plate in place, put another layer
of o-rings on the other side of the plate, so now you have a sandwich made of o-rings
and plate. Yum! It should look like this:



You have 3 more layers to throw on now, they will be in order in the photo from left to
right. Yes, I had to manually flip the picture because I am an idiot and sometimes right is
left and so on. But hey, still works. The next layers are as follows:

One of the split up layers is slightly smaller than the other, this will go on last in this
particular sequence.



Alright, now for the moment you’ve all been waiting for. Let’s get these funky encoders
in place. In your P3D hardware bags, you will find a small 3D printed insert as well as
the wheel itself, a small plastic washer, and you need the small black screws to
assemble this gnarly little dude. Everything you need is in this picture below:

I’d recommend getting these parts assembled now...well, you have to in order to do it
right. Once you have these parts assembled, it will look like this



Now, throw that little plastic washer over the encoder and pressfit the wheel over the
encoder so that the encoder sits in the little space made inside the wheel and 3DP
insert. Note that this fit is tight. It has to be so that the wheel doesn’t slide off over time.
You will need to apply a good bit of pressure, so just be careful here.

Once you have the wheel on, it should look like this:



Now do it all again and it will look like this:

You’re just about there. Just a couple small steps to go!



So the next step, you want to assemble everything first, then you will stack it. Without it
on the case, this full assembly looks super weird, but trust me. You will want to start with
the layer closest to the PCB, the larger one. You will want to use the small silver screws
to begin the standoff assembly now, for the standoff will be hidden by the outermost
layer. The standoffs are screwed in from both sides of the assembly, so you will have
one screw on the inside of the case, and one on the outside. The standoffs have been
circled in this photo.The order of stacking is as below, from left to right.



You will then want to stack everything in the correct order and it should look like this,
before the feet are screwed in.

Screw the feet in and, BAM:

Note that the feet are slightly asymmetrical. Only one of the orientations will match up
with the holes for the case bolts.
Place this assembly on the back of your already stacked layers and use the second half
of the bolts provided to screw everything together.



When you’re done throwing them there bolts in that thang, the side profile should look
like the following:



So now that you’ve done that, it seems like your build is complete, right? What a silly
thing to assume. What’s silly about it is that you’re correct. YOU NOW HAVE A BUILT
SPACE SPACE! Check that baby out!

Now get her all dressed up in some caps and you are set to go! Firmware is live on
QMK, so you can pull directly from there.

ENJOY!




